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Northwestern's Rosenblum delivers leCture
By Jim Kraayeveld
Asst. News Editor
On Thursday, April 2,
Professor Victor Rosenblum,
Professor of Law at Northwestern
University, spoke to a group of
Valparaiso students and faculty.
In introducing Rosenblum, Dean
Gaffney characterized Rosenblum
as a teacher's teacher. This was
evident in the depth and breadth
of Rosenblum's presentation. As
the dean said, Rosenblum has a
"blend of practical experience and
a deep commitment to life." This
became apparent as he told about
his involvement in litigation,
especially his arguments before
the U.S. Supreme Court, and thoroughly informed his audience
about past and present cases dealing with abortion.
"Separate but equal" was the
doctrine given to our country in
1896 in Plessy v. Ferguson. An
intrusion upon this doctrine was
made in the 1938 case, Missouri
ex rei. Gaines v. Canada. From

1937 to 1954, the Court, in suecessive cases, attacked the core of
the doctrine when examples were
given showing that the doctrine
produced inequality instead of
equality. In 1954, Brown v.
Board of Education put the tombstone on the doctrine. Leading up
to Brown, the NAACP was motivated to have the separate but
equal doctrine overturned. The
same
motivation
drives
Rosenblum and people opposed
to abortion. Rosenblum hopes
that in the case of abortion our
country will be working in a
faster time frame.
Most offensive to Rosenblum
was the readiness of Justice
Blackmun in Roe v. Wade to stigmatize unwed motherhood. "The
Court should not be driven by
social stigmas that some people
may misguidedly follow," he
said. Rosenblum stated that Roe
still stands on the unwed motherhood stigma as a justification for
its holding.
While arguing before the

Supreme Court in Harris v.
McRae, Rosenblum was provided
the opportunity by Justice
Brennan to argue that the Court
does have the power to declare
abortion unconstitutional, but it
does not have the power to
require Congress to fund abortions. Rosenblum commented
that due to fortuity and Planned
Parenthood's too strong argument, Justices Stewart and Powell
joined Chief Justice Burger and
Justices Rehnquist and White.
Planned Parenthood developed an
anti-religion argument, he said,
but Justice Marshall stopped
counsel and urged them to go on
with other arguments.
Rosenblum discussed the abortion cases from Guam, Utah, and
Louisiana. All three cases deal
with state statutes banning abortions. These cases are "in the
pipeline" on the way up to the
Supreme Court, he said. One of

See Rosenblum, page
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DeGuilio gives keynote address at awards banquet
By Kevin Anderson
New Editor

Although Chief Justice
Shepard canceled his appearance
as keynote speaker at this year's
awards banquet, those in attendance were not disappointed by
hi replacement. Lake County
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Prosecutor Jon E. DeGuilio, a
V.U. Law alumna. filled in with a
o h
t
aw.
He analyzed a career in the law
from a practitioner's perspective
and offered some advice for a
successful legal career.

Professional Conduct is essential
to a successful life in the law.
"Law is an unse f
profession, '
DeGuilio declared. "Do it for the
law, the system, the community
and do it without bending the ethical rules."

A grunt of consternation was
audible in the room filled with the
school's highest academic achievers as DeGuilio explained that
success in the practice of the law
comes, not from excellent classroom performance, but from a
commitment to the profession.
He went on to discuss the wide
diversity of responsibility
involved in a career as an attorney. We are expected to perform
not only as advocates and officers
of the court but as citizens committed to public service and to the
needs of the community and as
businessmen.

Faced with much pressure to
win at trial, the tendency to
become attached to and identify
with clients, and the mind-boggling sums at stake, we will confront ethical challenges daily in
our practices. Issues must be
resolved through the exercise of
successful moral judgment, guided by the rules. Professionalism,
according to DeGuilio, gives one
the ability to do their best and
lose and get back up. There is a
higher and greater good than we
do as attorneys. Recognition of
that aspect of the profession will
allow us each to do our best and
go onto the next day's work without regret

Personally, Mr. DeGuilio purned a career in the law in fulftllment of a life-long dream and as a
manifestation of his earliest aspirations. He first wrote to V.U.
admissions as a twelve-year-old!
Beside recognizing the law as a
way to make a living, DeGuilio is
inspired by the notion that, as
attorneys, we may have a positive
impact on someone's life. He
d clared that V.U. Law teaches u
well about how to succeed in the
legal profession with the Pro
Bono requirement, the clinic and
the many opportunities available
to get a taste of real-life practice.
The Lake County Prosecuting
Attorney went on to discuss the
role and benefit of maintaining a
trong commitment to a high ethical tandard. A commitment and
dedication to the Rules of

The prevailing mood following the luncheon was one of contentment and satisfaction. Those
who took advantage of the opportunity to briefly escape latesemester pressures were treated to
an interesting chicken dish and a
wonderful opportunity to share
and appreciate their own successe and those of many of their fellows.

Mr. DeGuilio's message of
public service and community
involvement was well received.
"Commitment" he said, "is the
key to success." A glance around
the room was sufficient to see
that dedication and commitment
are alive and well at Valparaiso
University School of Law.

Nationally renowned legal scholar, Victor C.
Rosenblum at VUSL
photobyli~Kroayeveld

Brizzi, Roloff take Swygert honors
By Daniel Buk.sa
Editor
2L's Carl J. Brizzi and Ross
Roloff are the winners of the
1992 Luther M. Swygert Moot
Court Competition.
The judges in this year's competition were the Honorable
Richard Cudahy, Judge for the
7th Circuit Court of Appeals; the
Honorable Allen Sharp, Chief
Judge for the U.S. Northern
District of Indiana; and the
Honorable Sue Shield, Judge for
the Indiana Court of Appeals.

of the Fourth Amendment search
and seizure protection . Arguing
against the policy 's reasonableness, Roloff prevailed over fellow 2L Jacqueline Gipson.
Having argued both sides several times in the course of the
competition, Roloff found the
experience invaluable. "It was
nerve-racking," Roloff said, "but
I found the practical advocacy
experience beneficial."
Although Roloff felt that the
competition was held too close to
finals, he appreciated the way
that the judging format was set

Carl J. Brizzi

Ross Roloff

Brizzi's argument was on
whether the First Amendment's
guarantee of Freedom of Speech
protected public begging.
Arguing in the affmnative, Brizzi
bested 2L Anne Glaser. "The
competition provided me a great
opportunity to get in front of a
panel of judges and exercise my
advocacy skills," Brizzi said.
Roloff's argument dealt with
the reasonableness of mandatory
HIV testing of indigents in light

up, especially in the earlier
round. "During the semi-finals,
the judges were Asst. Dean
Berner and Professors Laura
Dooley and David Vandercoy,"
Roloff said. "Since criminal procedure is their specialty, their
questions helped me prepare for
the finals," related Roloff.
Brizzi and Roloff will both
receive a $150 first prize award
for their efforts. '
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Students have a "ball" at barristers New SBA officers elected
By Beth Parsons
Asst. News Editor
The Barrister's Ball,
held on April4, was the culmination of the annual Law Week
activities. It was held at the
Indian Oak Inn in the Waterbird
room and approximately one hundred and twenty people attended
the event. The Waterbird room
was spacious and provided a nice

view of the lake. The Ball consisted of a cocktail hour, a multicourse dinner, and hours of dancing. It afforded students and their
spouses/dates the opportunity to
relax and mingle with friends in a
different environment.
A photographer was also
present at the Ball. Attendees
should check the SBA office for
the pictures which will go on sale
Monday and Tuesday (20th &

21st) in the Atrium.
I encourage more students to attend the Ball next year.
It was an enjoyable, inexpensive
evening. Compliments to former
SBA Vice-President Erica
Schumacker for a well-organized,
fun event.

Stesiak debuts as comic at roast
By Beth Parsons
Asst. News Editor
The annual Roast was
held on April 2 at the Porter
County Expo Center. Many students gathered to witness the

roasting of Dean Berner.
"Roastors" included:
Jeff
Stesiak,
Professors
Ivan
Bodensteiner and AI Meyer, and
Dean Gaffney.
Professor Meyer incorporated music in his roasting

while Jeff Stesiak told amusing
stories about his experiences with
Dean Berner. However, Dean
Berner, in his rebuttal, managed
to roast the roastors and said the
last word.

Judge Rucker to be commencement speaker
By Stacey Strentz
Associate Editor
Well, we all thought
Quayle would be the Graduation
speaker this year, but, Bush
spoiled our plans. The strategy
behind Quayle coming to speak at
graduation was to shore up the
Northwest Indiana Hoosier vote.
However, Bush is now going to
speak at Notre Dame's
Graduation therefore, the
Northwest Hoosier vote is no

longer one which Quayle needs to
capture.
There is no need to
panic, we have gotten a great
speaker for graduation anyway!
Judge Robert D. Rucker of the
Indiana Court of Appeals will be
Valparaiso University Law
School's graduation speaker for
1992. He is the first black man
ever to be appointed to the
Indiana Court of Appeals and is a
Valparaiso Law School Alumni
of 1976. Many of you may have

already seen him at one of the sittings of the Indiana Court of
Appeals at the Law School earlier
this year. He has been a member
of the court since January 1,
1991. He is a former Lake
County Deputy Prosecutor and a
former Gary City Attorney. We
are very honored to have a member of the Indiana Court of
Appeals to speak at our graduation ceremonies in May.

By Nic Mollgaard
Asst. Contributing Editor
The election is over, the
officers of the SBA have had
their first meeting and decisions
have been made already by the
new administration.
One of the new features
of this publication will be a column written by your new SBA
president, Trino Lopez, entitled
"From the President's Desk". In
it he will outline what issues have
been discussed and voted upon in
the most recent SBA meeting, as
well as a summary of what is to
come. This is part of an effort to
create an awareness of issues that
will affect you.
Another matter of which
you should be aware is that you
have an opportunity to sit on a
committee and provide input into
such matters as course offerings.
Trino will make proposals concerning which committees should
be set up, and President Harre
will approve them; sign-ups are
available on the table in the main
hall.
Several issues of note
were discussed at the SBA meet-

M.E.L.C. Update:
Happy Earthday! Everyone is encouraged to attend today's functions:
1:00 p.m.: Plenary Session for Alumn Chapter of M.E.L.C; 4:00 p.m.:
Award Presentation to Beth Henning; 5:00p.m.: Refreshments served.

Sorenson addresses environmental issues
By Andrew Reidmier
Staff Writer
On Thursday, April 2,
1992, environmental attorney C.
Peter Sorenson of Eugene,
Oregon, spoke at the law school
to a crowd of over fifty people.
Sorenson has been intimately
involved in Oregon with many
citizen environmental suits. He
has brought actions under numerous federal statutes including: the
Clean Air Act, the Clean Water
Act, the Wild and Scenic Rivers

Act, the Endangered Species Act
and the Freedom of Information
Act. Sorenson provided an interesting perspective on environmental issues in the practice of
law.
Sorenson addressed
some of the more practical concerns he sees facing lawyers and
law students. To illustrate his
point he cited several recent
American Bar Association publications which show that lawyer
job satisfaction is at a very low
level. To avoid being in that

group of lawyers with such low
job satisfaction Sorenson suggested that rather than simply protecting the interests of large corporations for an attractive salary,
lawyers should work in areas that
actually help injured people.
Sorenson focuses on citizen environmental suits, but he stressed
that there is a multitude of other
public interest areas which are
also currently underrepresented.
Sorenson's speech was
sponsored by the Midwest
Environmental Law Caucus.

WORDS UNLIMITED •••
A Professional Word Processing/
Secretarial Service
Offering Services to:
Students
Businesses
OrganiZJJtions
Individuals

* ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING *
* LASER PRINTED DOCUMENTS *
* RESUME PREPARATION *

* CORRESPONDENCE *
CALL 988-5566

Saturday and evening appointments available.

ing. The Curriculum Committee
has proposed a concentrated program of studies. An example of
such a program would be a core
of courses in the area of Human
Rights and Responsibilities, as
suggested by Professors Carter
and Hatcher. Programs like this
could enhance the national image
of Valparaiso, however, the concern is that we would lose those
students who have been attracted
to Valparaiso by its broad course
offerings.
Tom Brooks, from the
3L steering committee, addressed
the matter of the May 16th cocktail
party
at
Professor
Brokington's house. The party
this year is expected to cost less
than it previously has; it appears
students were upset at having to
pay $23 a head in the past. It is
expected that a successful turnout
this year will lead to a similar
event next year.
If you have any concerns
that you would like to express to
the SBA, they would like to hear
about them; the theory this year is
that you've paid the dues, you
may as well get involved.
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A statement of mission
Greetings from the new edito-

rial board of The Forum. As this
school year winds down, we wish
to take this opportunity to wish
everyone success on their exams
as well as an enjoyable and productive summer break.
We believe that the following
is the mission of The Forum and
intend to take it in that direction:
The Forum is the student
newspaper of Valparaiso
University School of Law. As
such, we se:t>Jc to infonn the law
school community on the "who is
doing what, when and where."
This is the traditional function of
a newspaper. The factual reporting keeps the student body well
informed, since the i ndividual
student will find it difficult
indeed to participate in all events,
seminars, etc.
The Forum also seeks to stimulate academic debate here at the
law school. We intend to accomplish this by utilizing subjective,
yet balanced, viewpoints on legal,
political , and other contemporaneous issues of the day from law
tudents, professors , and occaional guest columnists.
Finally, The Forum also seeks
to entertain the community
through the use of humor, special
features , and light-hearted com-

T. e

eamz•

Several weeks ago, a couple of
racially related incidents were
reported on the undergraduate
campus. One involved a fight
between white and black students.
The other incident involved a terrori tic act against a student in a
dorm.

The Forum joins the entire
university community in condemning these acts. Bigotry, in
all form and shapes is intolerable
and ignorant intolerable because
its destructive effects tear at the
human spirit; ignorant because, as
evidenced by our own law school

mentary about life in law school.
In a tradition of the highest
keeping, The Forum will maintain
its independence and integrity;
exercising its right of Freedom of
the Press. The Forum is not a
mouth-piece for the administration, nor the Student Bar
Association, nor any other student
organization.
However, we want you to do
more than read The Forum. It is
your newspaper. Get involved.
We will try to cover all activities
and events at the school.
Alternatively, we invite you to
designate someone in your organization to write an article on
what your group did. Suggest
stories or features that you would
like to see in The Forum. Write
letters to the Editor. We have
open assistant section editorships
that need to be filled. Your law
school experience is what you
make of it.
Thank you for your support
during this previous year. Again,
best wishes on finals and have a
great summer.

This editorial is the opinion of
The Forum's editorial board, and
as such, represents their views.
Any viewpoint without a byline
becomes the editorial policy of
The Forum.

t
community, individuals of all
races have worthwhile contributions to offer.
We should not, however, be
surprised that such despicable
acts have occurred here. Whcm
we do not reassess our actions
and policies, we become smug
and indifferent to potential causes
of bigotry which we could prevent.
Our goal should be to fulfill
Dr. King ' s dream: to treat all
women and men without regard
to their color.

Thank you
Dear Drew. Alex,

Ken:

We all know that it is very diffic ult to produce a quality stud nt
new paper. while at the arne
time achieving academic and
e tra-curricular success in law
hool. That all of you have mastered the e feat i qui te an
compli hment. It d mon trat
your exemplary character.
AJth ugh you are graduating
your ervice to the law chool

will not soon be forgotten . For
through y ur extraordinary talents
and abilities, you were able to
pass your knowledge and in ights
on journalism to those of us who
will compromise next year's
Forum staff. You also provided
us with the equipment we need to
do the job. Thank you. We will
endeav r to meet your high standard of quality, accuracy and fairn . Sincerely. Dan, Lisa. Jenji
Kevin, Stacey, Michelle & Adam
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The Right Side: Takings
Daniel
Buksa

eco-freaks for their continued disregard of personal freedom and
property rights. They, unfortunately, are not the only ones who
are intent of undennining property rights; sowing misery and
reaping despair.
" ...nor shall private property
be taken for public use, without
·ust compensation." Amendment
V, U.S. Constitution.
In the last issue of The Forum,
Notre Dame Law Professor
Douglas Kmiec told of the growing disrespect for private property
and property rights in general.
The U.S. Supreme Court handed
down a decision in Yee v. City of
Escondido , a case Professor
Kmiec was watching, several
weeks ago. The Court surprisingly held that the California municipality could regulate not only
how much landlords could charge
in rent, but also who they could
rent to, without compensating the
Yees, since it was not a "taking".
The "private" property that the
Y ees' thought they owned, is sub·ect to yet another state regulation. But, as Professor Kmiec so
succinctly stated, if an individual
cannot decide how to utilize his
or her own property. it can hardly
be considered "private."
"Private" is also an accurate
description of the professional
knowledge and skills that we are

now developing. There is, of
course, no legalJy recognized
property right in professional
knowledge or skills, but the principle seems analogous. The skill
is something of value which we
paid to receive and possess.
Once licensed, we should be able
to apply our skills as we wish.
Yet, the Second Year class
was told something quite differently several weeks ago. In
order to comply with the mandatory pro bono requirement, all of
us will have to donate our time
and skills to the less fortunate
members of society who cannot
afford
legal
services.
Furthermore, we were told by an
obviously enlightened practitioner, not only would we do it, but
we would do it with a smile!
His message of "get used to it,
because you no longer control
your destinies" sounds similar to
judicial holdings restricting the
right to use private property and
actions by radical environmentalists preventing individuals from
using their land. They are all takings without just compensation.
The common thread through
these messages is that the individual no longer has a say in what he
or she does. The elitists will now
decide what we do, when we do
it, and for whom. Don't even
think about being co mpensated
either.
All of this is sad, because private property is the hallmark of
western civilization. It is a fundamental right to acquire property
and use it as one sees fit.
Acquisition is a natural tendency
in humans. Property, both real
and personal is the most obvious

manifestation of this human characteristic. To manage and develop (or mismanage and lose) property is a most compelling part of
the continuing human endeavor.
Attacks on property rights are
attacks on the human condition
itself. These attacks grow in
intensity each day. As the value
respecting the rights of property
unravels, so does the fabric of our
society.
Do not mistake me. I recognize that there must be some
degree of order in any society.
The right to private property cannot be totally unfettered. The
state is certainly entitled to tax
property , to regulate a profession, and to provide a means of
redress for those whose property
has been damaged by another.
Furthermore, I may also feel
compassion for my less fortunate
neighbor and chose to aid him in
his need with my legal skills. I
might even recognize an economic benefit in activities such as
recycling. I also might wish to
choose to live in an aesthetically
pleasing environment. But the
choice must be mine.
I, of course, have a duty not
to injure my neighbor. And reasonable balances between the
interest of the community and the
interests of the individual can be
established. But, if one accepts
the notion that individual liberty
is necessary for the continued
development of humanity, then
the individual must be accorded
the greatest deference.
A renewed respect for private
property rights is an appropriate
place to start. No more unjust
takings.
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Where many an owl is spotted
By J arne Owen Rice
Guest Columnist
In January , the United
States Forest Service (USFS) set
aside 7 million acres for the
northern spotted owl. The costfrom 33,000 to 100,000 well-paid
logging industry jobs-is comparable to last month's GM layoffs
of 74,000 auto workers. But the
owl requires these "dwindling
patches of the West ' s virgin
forests" to survive, as the Wall
Street J oumal once reported.
Misreported, actually.
There is an impressive array of
evidence that spotted owls are
thriving on millions of acres of
privately and publicly managed
second-growth forests-the kind
that grow up after logging. This
evidence was acknowledged by
the report of the Jack Ward
Thomas Committee (composed of
owl experts from USFS , the Fish
and Wildlife Service, and the
Interior Department's Bureau of
Land Management and National
Parks Service) which, however,
declared the owl a "threatened
species" under the terms of the
Endangered Species Act and recommended setting aside vast oldgrowth reserves. But to do so, it
had to ignore its own finding that
"forest structure is more important than tree age" in detennining
a habitat's suitability for the owl.
The spotted owl requires
a forest structure that consists of
large trees with cavities or platfonns of debris for nesting, multilayer tree canopies (trees of differe nt heights) with moderate to
high crown closure (viewed from
above, the ground would be hidden), and ample dead and down
woody material. The owl was
declared threatened on the
assumption that clearcutting of
such forests would wipe out a
habitat that had taken well over a
century to grow from bare
ground. The problem with this
rca oning is that there are many
way to preserve the necessary
fore t tructure hort of a com plete ban on logging, or regulati o n o he avy it ha the same
effect.
Lowell Diller, a zoologi t, has found some of the highest owl densities anywhere on
400,000 acre of land owned by
the Simp on Timber Company,
less than 2 per cent of which is
old growth. For three years,
Diller studied the northern spotted
owl on Simpson's extensive holdin gs in the California red wood
belt. Hi s find ings, f ull p ee r
reviewed by the American
Ornithological Union and praised
by the Thomas comm ittee,
demonstrate that second-growth

Bitch, from page 3
law. The program include sugge ted c ia e and the order in
which to take th classe . What
· a student to do their J t emeser when two clas sugge ted jn:
the catnlogu as part of a pr gram
to be t e n in your last mester
a.r f ered t the arne time?
't try to become a
part-tim tudent once you~re
ull-time, unles you have some
very
ial reason. Th school
according to Professor Berner

forests can provide a suitable owl
habitat.
This is important: 95 per
cent of the redwoods in northern
California are fast-growing second growth , which can reach a
stunning 150 feet in fifty years.
Perhaps the mos t re markable
property of redwoods , unique
among American conifers, is an
ability to sprout new growth right
from a cutover stump and its
roots. Moreover, coast redwood
forests develop the needed multilayer canopy rapidly because the
redwood's associated understory
species , tanoak , also stump
sprouts. Because stump-sprouting is enhanced by full sunlight
and retarded by shade, a consensus among north-coast foresters
supports clearcutting-however
unwise and unpopular it may be
in other locations-as the best
way to log redwoods.
Indeed, scientists believe
that the sprouting redwood
stumps make a habitat superior to
old growth for two species the
owl relies upon as prey in the
region: the wood rat and the brush
rabbit. Wood rats (80 per cent of
the owl ' s diet in the redwood
zone) build their elaborate stick
nests (as high as 15 feet) around
the sprouting stumps; their populations actually peak in younggrowth stands (between ten and
thirty years) and decline to nearly
zero in old growth. The greater
availability of prey can make
managed forests a better owl
habitat.
Steve Self, a wildlife
biologist working for Sierra
Pacific, the largest private timberland owner in California, stresses
that, given a minimum of forest
structure for nesting and roosting,
it is the prey base that ultimately
determines the suitability of the
habitat. The wood rat thrives on
the leafy vegetation that grows in
clearcuts.
The owl thrives to the
east of the California redwood
zone, in the mixed conifer forests
dominated by lofty stands of
Douglas fir , pine , and true fir.
Mr. Self notes that " this region
ha a history of selective harvesting [cutting individual trees ]
rather than clearcuts, so we have
a mosaic of different forest conditions. So far , on our property,
which is mostly second growth,
we have not found any areas
where we do not have ow Is."
Since the owl was
dec lared threate ned in July of
1990, private lands in California
hav e been lo g ged onl y under
complex U .S. Fish and Wildlife
Service re gulat ion s. Mr. Self
notes, " the Fish and Wildlife
Service says if we follow o ur
has two reason for requiring fulltime participa tion excep t in
unusual circumstance . The frrst
is fiscal, the school needs to know
how much money it h as in any
given emester for purposes of
operating the school. The second
is that the faculty believes that
tudent should "immerse themelve in the law school experience... A.fter some di cussion
with another st udent and I.,
Professor Berner told us that be
would pre ent a proposal to the
faculty to change the system_
Berner never made the presenta*

written plan we will not ' take '
[disrupt the biological processes
of] any spotted owls. So they
agree that we can manage our
forests and have owls, too."
It may even be possible
to exte nd the owl's range with
artificial nests. Wildlife biologist
Steve Kerns of Pacific Lumber
has put up experimental nest
boxes (analogous to the " wood
duck" boxes put up by concerned
citizens to save the wood duck
back in the early days of the environmental movement) in which
spotted owls have successfully
raised young. Diller believes
even that level of interveption
may be unnecessary in the redwood zone because owls use
abandoned flying-squirrel and
red-tree-vole nests.
These animals along
with the Pacific fisher (a weasel),
are also often falsely cited in the
press as doomed without rigid
protection of old-growth forests.
In fact, "we have seen Pacific
fishers in second-growth stands
and followed their tracks in the
snow," Diller says.
Mainstream accounts
miss other scientific subtleties.
An important one is the difference, or lack thereof, between the
northern spotted owl and the
California spotted owl, officially
another subspecies.
The
California spotted owl, officially
" non-threatened" for now, thrives
in second-growth forests in the
coast mountains that stretch from
San Diego County to the south of
San Francisco, as well as in the
va t Sierra Nevadas. (A third
subspecies, the Mexican spotted
owl, proposed for "threatened"
status last November, inhabits
two mountain ranges that stretch
from the five mountain states of
the Southwest to central Mexico.)
The subspecies classification is controversial, in part,
because the blood tests nonnally
used to di stinguish subspecies
show no genetic difference
between the northern and
California owls. The two were
declared separate under the belief
that they were distinct populations which did not cross the Pitt
River , which feeds into Lake
Shasta. We now know that that is
not true: owls have been found
within a hundred yards of the
river-and their range is two hundred miles. Because the bureaucracy has yet to catch up with science, we are paying an inordinate
social cost, not to mention economic, to guard a "separate" population of northern owls.
The forests of the southern Sierra Nevadas, mostly second growth but leavened by the
old-growth reserves in wilderness

areas and Yosemite and Sequoia
National Parks, provide millions
of acres of spotted-owl habitat.
Moreover, in 1987 researchers for
the USFS Pacific Southwest
Experiment Station discovered
spotted owls living year round in
foothill canyons filled with oaks
and sycamores at low elevations,
miles from the higher altitude
conifer forests-areas , in other
words, that are dry and tough: not
the sort of place "vulnerable"
owls ought to appear. Indeed, a
draft USFS report on an owl
monitoring study of forested federal lands in California found
owls on .fully 75 per cent of all
sites-sites selected randomly,
"without regard to suitability for
spotted-owl habitat."
Donald Neal, who
retired recently after 34 years at
the experiment station, notes that
each pair of owls requires thousands of acres of habitat, and until
recently were seldom observed by
ornithologists. The likeliest error
in the USFS study would be an
undercount-indeed, the owl population in the Sierras may well
"not be much lower than it was
historically, because the selective
logging done here accidentally
produced the forest structure the
owl requires."
This would explain why
our actual counts of the "threatened" owl keep rising. A 1986
Audubon Society "blue ribbon"
committee of owl experts concluded that owl-conservation
efforts should be directed at
maintaining a minimum population in Oregon, Washington, and
California of 1,500 pairs of spotted owls, including 300 to 400
pairs of California owls thought
to inhabit the Sierra Nevadas.
Since then, spotted owl counts
have risen dramatically: the real
count in Oregon and Washington
alone stands at 2,170 nesting
pairs and hundreds of single
birds. California surveys during
1990 showed 1,868 owls (including both subspecies) on federal
lands, and about 900 on private
lands. Lowell Diller has found
350 northern owls on Simpson
lands, which represent only about
8 per cent of productive private
forests in northern California.
These counts are not complete
censuses , Gordon Gould of the
California Fish and Game
Department points out, because
the land areas involved are simply
too vast.
Which raises a question: Since
the northern owl is less distinct
and vulnerable than originally
reported, and does not depend
exclusively on the valuable land
that has now been set aside for it,

why have we put so many people
out of work? The story common
in timber and environmental circles alike is that the owl is just an
excuse to preserve the old-growth
forests, long a goal of environmentalists. The endangered
species act was just the best law
on the books for that purpose.
One can understand the
impulse to preserve natural beauty , but while some companies
mismanage land, many more do
as well or better than the government. An industry group, the
Northwest Forestry Association,
calculates that there are some 19
million acres of publicly held forest in Oregon and Washington in
which logging is already barred;
over a third of that area is old
growth, and some four million
acres are suitable spotted-owl
habitat. And there are other
goods besides preserving old
growth that we need to pursueeven other environmental goods.
Some argue we need to
preserve "biodiversity," a diversity of species and habitats. But as
Diller points out, "a mosaic of
younger and older forests yields
more biodiversity than an unbroken expanse of old-growth forest."
Sensible environmental
scientists like Diller and Neal
may yet be heard in environmental and government circles-even
if the media continue to ignore
them. Larry Irwin, a former
wildlife biology professor and the
author of a large body of spottedowl research, is now wildlife program director of the National
Council for Air and Stream
improvements in Corvallis,
Oregon. " I don't know that managed forests can accommodate
spotted owls across the entire
geographic range of the owls, but
I am very confident that we can
do it in California, parts of
Oregon, and parts of the east side
of
the
Cascades
in
Washington .... The distribution of
the owl's requirements-food,
cover, and water-is certainly
broader than old-growth forests.
In the long run, we must have a
balance."
Even our political system may
eventually produce that. All but
the greenest of the regions's
politicians are moving to support
Interior Secretary Lujan's reexamination , of the spotted owl
decisions. Owl, spare that woodman.

(c) 1992 by National Review, Inc .
150 E . 35th St . New York, NY
10016. Reprinted with permission.
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Top Ten Reasons not to Come Back to Valparaiso after Graduation
10) Would like to see what it is really like to be in your 20's and single
9) Zikkos, Jimmy's, and Round the Clock-enough said!
8) Having a great desire to experience life in the 1990's
7) No Deli 's!
6) Getting sick of having to bag your own groceries
5) Not wanting to feel like "Wayne's World" is an everyday experience
4) Orville Redenbacher
3) Having to make a reservation for a copy of the latest New York Times
2) Mechanics who know how to repair foreign cars
1) The treeless, Red Brick, Spartan building on Greenwich Street
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Top Ten Reasons to Come Back to Valpo after Graduation
10) Provides rationale for more civil rights legislation
9) Makes you feel good looking
8) No Distractions
7) You know someone wherever you go!
6) Benwilly's-Dude!
5) Got very used to running around the Fairgrounds track
4) Knowing your drive anywhere will be interrupted by a train crossing
3) Only Law Library where you know where everything is
2) Cheap food and rent
1) Gas is cheap

.

Top Ten Ways for future Alums to Earmark funds to the School of Law
10) Landscaping for the front of the school
9) Hire per onnel to reshelve library books
8) Permanent school staff member who helps profe sors with deficient wardrobes
7) Hire sex therapist who counselS dysfunctional students
6) Install breathalizer at J-Bar so you can pass your bar
5) B~ild awning in front of school so ice and water do not fall on your head every time you walk outside
4) Hrre secret undercover honor code police
3) A new laser printer, a new laser printer, a new laser printer
2) Pay for publica~ion of professor evaluations to see exactly what people are really saying
1) New food offenngs that exclude mayonnaise

P.S. For the L.aw review student who had a bachelor party, don't woriy everyone already knows the details.
Due to ob cemty laws we doubt we can print the specifics here.
Really guys, We hope ~ou enjoyed o~ col~mn. We took an awful lot of hits at Valpo and the law
chool. Hones~y, the harde t thing about_leavtng thiS place will be leaving behind the great gossip network
we have established. But keep us posted 1f you have any new additions.
.

W~ both wish everybody luck in their future endeavors. Stay out of trouble, because if you do,

knowmg tlus place, we are ure that the entire graduating class will eventually hear about it.

Good Luck!
Ken & Kathleen
KIP HAS FINALLY FOUND A PLACE! NEXT YEAR YOU'LL BE
READING IDS THOUGHTS AS AUTIIOR OF TillS COLUMN.

tudent body f the pre ent
S.B.A. a tivitie . Hopefully no
per on will e able to say
"What' the S.B.A up to? I have
several goal set for the 19921993 chool year. These goal
include: Keeping the " yeark " but having the administration pay the co t. ironing out the

See President, page 7
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t know a
nor
do I understand too much;
because of these reasons I got a
C+ in constitutional law. Another
thing I don ' t understand is why
certain people hate the environ ment. Sure jobs are important,
but so is nature. I mean I've
never been lied to by a rabbit. No
squirrel has ever stabbed me in
the back. I've never gone out
with a bird for a year to have that
bird break up with me right
before my birthday. No ostriches
have ever taught legal problems.
No wombat has ever given me a
C+ in con. law after I spent a
semester living, breathing, eating
and perspiring con. law knowing
I deserve a better grade. Because
people have all done these things
to me and not animals, I have an
affinity towards nature. But some
people still hate nature, it does
not seem just.
Unfortu na tely , many
things aren' t just, registration and
course selection j u mp to my
mind. Of course since I had an
early reg istration time I didn ' t
think it was that unjust. This is
kind of like the people who get
good grades don't think there is a
problem with grade deflation.
Alright registration is unjust but
hell if I was going to switch times
to placate my conscience.
But as a 2L I'm learning
to adapt well to injustice; let me

explain. A couple weeks back,
precisely April 8, I was dutifully
working my evening shift at the
law library's reference desk.
Things were going well when all
of a sudden Mary Beth
Lavezzorio storms in. She then
proceeded to yell at me for something I couldn't do, then yelled at
me for something out of my control, then she briefly yelled at me
for the sake of yelling at me.
Then she abruptly stormed out.
"Wow, what a way for the assistant director of admissions to
act," I thought. It was completely
unjust. "And I questioned what
happened to society's sense of
morals and social ethics." I did
not think that, Mary Beth wrote it
in the October 26th Forum of
1988. However, I think it is quite
applicable to the present. On
September 27th of the same year
she wrote in the Forum that,
"This is the student's law school
and the student's law library."
Despite her knowledge and her
concern for society she felt justified in yelling at me. C ' est la
guerre.
Justice is a hard thing to
come by. I once was a conservative, I did not find justice. I then
became a liberal, but I still
couldn't find justice. As far as I
could tell the only difference
between conservatives and liberals is that conservatives promise
not to take, but then do. Liberals
promise to take in order to help
people, but the people are never
helped. In the end the only thing

See Trompe, page 7
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Words from the Red Owl ...

April

So I'm walking down the
hallway and I'm lookin over the
Fall course offerings, and I'm not
seeing a gall-dam thing I want to
take. So I stop, and I sez -- to no
one in particular that was standin
around -- I sez "Wat's this crap?"
with a big exclamation and people start looking at me like I'm
havin some kind-a conniption -and I practically am. I head over
to the mens-room, cause this just
tickles my sphincter and I just
gotta clean out my system, if you
know what I mean. So, as I'm sittin on the john -- not to mean any
offense to persons of the same
name -- I'm thinkin of the buttload (very appropriate) of money
I'm payin for this place and that I
can't get the classes that I want.
So now I'm all consternated (not the other) and I go see
a friend, having finished natures
duties , and I say to this guy
"What's this crap?" with a big
exclamation. And he says back to
me , as we are peakin to each
other, "Ain't it a jip. I had to go
dump one in the porcelain receptacle when I looked at the list."
After many an unsavory word of
which we are replete in our extensive vocabularium I say in a whispering , out of the side of the
mouth, eyebrow lifted, matter of
fact kinda way, that if our profs.
don't know how to teach certain
desired subject materials, so that
whenever the course list comes
out our bathrooms are jammed
with ticked off students, perhaps
we had better oughta find ourselves some proffesores who can.
This friend of mine, he sez back
to me, he sez, "It ain't that they
can't teach it." he sez, "It's that
they don't want to teach it. They
get to teach whatever it is that
they happen to be interested in."
And I ez back to him "What's
thi crap?" with a big exclamation.
So now my bowels are
achin worse than before and I
know that the bathrooms have got
to be packed to the brim with
anyone who's ju t heard my
friend reality check. At this
point I am lurid. How much it is
that I am paying for this place and
1 have no say in the verbiage propounded to me. Are they here for
us, or are we here for them.

ex. x and more
What more could you a k
Thi i th
sed-out law
tudent' econd be t ultimate
r lief. If definitely not your
a erage fli k. It overflow with
x itement, u ense, drama and
ene with beautiful women not

Seriously, is it the job of
the prof. to teach or to churn out
Law Review articles that fill up
valuable library socializing space;
I'd rather have a decent copy
machine and free issues of
Gilbert's law summaries. This is
what happens when politics take
precedence over education is
what I'm sayin. What am I , the
disgruntled and abandoned student to do. Can the SBA help -NOT! All I know, is that I will
never recommend this school for
its expertise in personal hygiene
law, or public crepitation (which
could have been covered in constitutional law or perhaps entertainment law). There is a whole
world of scholarly legal study
which is being ignored by those
whom we employ, and I'm not
happy about it
Sincerely,
Deeply Disturbed
Dear Disturbed,
Think bran! When
ever problems with law school
arise eat bran. It is your only
hope, because as you proceed
with your law school career the
fewer choices of classes you will
have and your bowels could
become really constricted.
But think of the trade
off, sure you can't take a class
in insurance law, but you can
read a stunning article on legal
aspects of mating migratory
birds and their frrst amendment
rights. My final words of
advice: eat bran.
DearR.O.:
As a concerned one L,
last semester I polled the student
body viz a viz the bathroom stalls
to determine how much time
he/she spent a day on studying. 1
received very few responses to
my written inquiries and wonder
if you can suggest a better
method.
Signed,
Pre-Exam Jitters
Dear Jitters,
Your question is quite
timely and deserves immediate
attention. May 1-L 's worry
about how much time to put
into studying in the few weeks
before exams. Here are my
suggestions:

Douglas' saggy butt and the other
kind of liked it
Wayne's World. First question:
what' the point? An wer: There
i non. Second que lion: did we
like it? An wer: Schwing (only
guys can fully appreciate the
meaning of this word)! It's
Babelicious! If it were about a
pre identJt would be Babereham
Lincoln! Wayne and Garth's
community access show hits the
bigtime and of course Wayne
gets the fabulous babe - a
Cantonese rocker. After slimy
(but sexy) Rob Lowe botche
their prospects for fame and fortune , Wayne and Garth decide
that the bigtime is not all it

First, if you're one of
those geniuses who came to
Valparaiso simply because you
couldn't stand to leave this
scenic area, don't worry about
studying very much at all. In
fact, go to Jackson's Bar and
ingest about two or three gallons of their finest ale and just
show up to exams with a twopage power outline. You may
not write the honor paper, but
you 'II probably add thirty or so,
years onto your life by not creating an ulcer.
Secondly, and this is
probably the group into which
you fall, you can run around
the law school stealing every
copy of a top student's outline
that you can find. Also, you can
spend enormous amounts of
time in the library memorizing
scads of information that you 'II
never possibly be able to recaU.
My suggestion to you is to study
only as long as your behind can
take it. If your like Deeply
Dis~urbed, you will get a great
deal done while concentrating.
In fact, recent studies have
shown that there is a direct correlation between the amount of
information you can absorb and
the length of time you spend in
the bathroom. Really.
Thirdly, if you haven't
gone to class since you put your
leprechaun suit on and woke up
in a pool of gree slime, you
should probably be worrying if
the minimum wage increase
passed through Congress last
month. It's senseless to begin to
care about you study habits
when you have to read one-half
of all of those pretty, multi-colored books you spent your
weekend beer-money on in
August
Finally, I say, why
worry? Work hard everyday,
prepare your own outlines,
study them until you know it,
go to chapel everyday for the
rest of the semester, and get
plenty of fiber.

In
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crackc::d up
There are numerous endings
choose from. The Scooby
in which Rob Lowe would
gotten away with it "except
these meddling kids" was o
favorite.
Dead AKajn.

McClain groupies, this one's
you for it explores the mystetiOUiSI
realm of reincarnation. This
penseful, somewhat engrossin
flick involves a woman who
her memory only to become
prisoner to memories of her
life. It's a little slow in the
ning. but hold on to your
folks, the ending is not wha
you d expect.
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Preserving Employment

An untraditional approach to advice.
Dear Red,

22~

Contributor
you egm an
attorney or a clerking position
this summer, consider measures
that might preserve your position
or enable you to receive an offer
for permanent employment following graduation. Marilyn
Tucker, Director of Career
Services at Georgetown Law
Center, wrote an article for Law
Practice Management that contains some very worthwhile tips.l
Although "success" in law practice is difficult to define and may
connote different definitions
depending on the setting, time,
subject area, and stage in a career
path, superior writing skills seem
to be a constant element.
Produce an outstanding work product. How does
one produce a writing product
that is considered outstanding by
the assigning attorney? Start by
getting clarification of the assignment and as many facts as possible at the time of the assignment.
Compile a list of general questions you wish to have answered.
Undoubtedly you will have additional questions before the assignment is complete, but gathering
as much information at the outset
rather than returning with each
individual question is preferred.2
If you are unable to get answers
to your advance questions, you
may wish to adopt one of the following approaches.
1. Obtain permission to
return to the assigning ~ttorney' s
office for clarification. Indicate
that you need some time to sort
through the assignment and your
desire not to waste the attorney's
time. Ask for permission to put
the issue, as you see it, on paper,
and ask if the attorney would
mind reviewing it before you
begin your research.
2. Devote a limited
number of hours on research, prepare a draft - clearly marked
"draft". Attach a note indicating
that this is where you are with
your research after "5" hours,
asking if you should continue in
the same direction, and listing
your questions.
Try to gain an understanding of the whole case before
you spend hours or days on a project. Unless you understand the
big picture, you may not have
enough infonnation to do an adequate job or to understand the
consequences of what you are
doing.
Assignments can be difficult, time-consuming and/or
tedious. Even so, treat each
assignment as a challenge and
opportunity and not as a burden.
As Marilyn Tucker states, "While
firms take a long-term view of
your work and concern themselves with batting averages
rather than horne runs, they
expect steady performance on all
assignments, whether cuttingedge or routine."
Plan your research
strategy. Instead of heading for
the library as soon as you get an
assignment take time to think
about the problem and the issues.

By planning your research strategy, the time you spend in the
library will be more productive.
Be a "legal chameleon ".
Nearly every attorney who gives
you assignments will have a different writing style. Try to
adjust your writing to conform to
each attorney's criteria. One way
to determine individual style is to
ask for copies of memos the attorney thinks were drafted well.
Beware the common
research errors. Common errors
include attempting to be all-inclusive or, as Marilyn Tucker phrases it, "the Marbury v. Madison
syndrome: "In the beginning
there was a Supreme Court. ... "
Another common error is to reiterate the law pertinent to the
issue, but fail to analyze and
relate the law to the fact pattern in
your case. Another tendency is to
go into lengthy discourse about
an issue that is only tangentially
related. Stay on point. Don't forget the purpose of your assignment since purpose dictates style,
form and tone.
Be creative and think
beyond the research question.
Include a section in your memo
covering additional issues raised
by your research.
Take responsibility for
getting feedback. Recognizing
the difficulty in getting feedback
from many attorneys, you must
be assertive and exceptionally
persistent while recognizing and
being considerate of the attorneys' time constraints. If an
attorney customarily shares writen revi ion -with you and the
reasons for the changes are readily understood, a personal conference will not be necessary.
Otherwise obtain feedback before
you complete your work; ask for
fifteen or twenty minutes of the
attorney's time after you submit a
draft. Often changes are made
because of differences in style.
Instead of getting defensive about
changes, try to keep stylistic preferences in mind for future assignments.
In addition to obtaining
feedback on your work product,
learn from the work you are
doing. Find out how the case was
resolved, what the client decided,
what kind of response was
received, and whether the
response was expected. Ms.
Tucker writes, "Understanding
case resolution is as important to
your development as improving
your writing style. It is part of
developing judgment, and it
comes with experience and maturity in the field. Start now to
develop those instincts."
Other survival tips
Marilyn suggests:

- Learn to compartmentalize, to
concentrate exclusively on the
task at hand.
- Meet deadlines. Plan for the
unexpected.
- Never hand in anything that is
a .first draft. Edit, edit, edit.
- Keep in touch with supervising
attorneys. Report regularly on
projects in progress.

See employment, page 7
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Rosenblum, from front page
these cases will likely affect Roe.
Rosenblum speculated that Roe, if
not reversed in 1992, is on the
immediate horizon for 1993 or
1994.
Rosenblum then spent some time
responding to a few questions and
comments about Justice Scalia's
criticisms of his fellow members
on the Court and Rosenblum •s
religious beliefs and their relation
to abortion.
Rosenblum,
addressing the suggestion that
Justice Scalia did the pro-life
movement little good when he
criticized Justice O'Connor in
Webster v. Reproductive Health
Services, said that he liked the
candor on the Court. "Candor
enriches our legal experience and
lets us know what we need [to
argue] to prevail in future cases,"

he said. Rosenblum does not
want a public relations expert to
denude the case. Rosenblum
gave the example that the
European Court of Human Rights
uses the system that has all the
judges on the court vote on a case
and then a judge is assigned to
write the opinion, even if the
judge voted against the opinion
that has to be written.

After being asked why there are
not more feminists advocating
pro-life views, it was stated that
pro-life feminists are not covered
by the media. Rosenblum ended
his visit to our law school by talking informally to students and
professors.

President, from page 5
Most importantly, I would like to
see more of an open communication between myself and the several student groups. The S.B.A
office door will be kept open at
all times so that the student
groups can have access to their
mail. I will also set-up office
hours in case anyone needs to
contact me. If I can not be found
in the building, I will be able to
be reached by telephone.
This article will also
relate to the readers what
occurred at the most recent
.B.A. meeting. Last Wednesday
April 15, the new administration
had . s jr t meetiug. rhe 3L

the recipient(s). Also passed was
a proposal to send the A.B.A.
Representative and the S.B.A
President to the annual A.B.A
convention. This year's convention will be held in San Francisco,
California. This proposal was
passed based on the stipulation
that a report be given at the next
meeting (to be held in the fall).
I am presently searching
for persons to serve on faculty
committees. These committees
will give the student an opportunity to sit with members of the
faculty and to have a voice in all
proposals. The student(s) will
also be required to give the
Executive Board a brief summary
of what is occurring at the respective committee meetings.

steering committee made a proposal for money for a pre-graduation cocktail reception. The proposal passed (all graduates can
now be assured of a reception that
they can afford to attend.) The
Equal Justice Alliance made a
proposal for money so that they
could give a scholarship to a student or students who will do public interest work this summer.
Equal Justice during the school
year raised $600.00. The S.B.A.
voted to match that amount.
However, the scholarship will be
know as the S.B.NE.J.A scholarship. Members of the S.B.A. will
also assist the E J .A. in choosing

TO THE VALPARAISO
PET AND HOBBY STORE,
ON 18 WASHINGTON STREET, FOR
HELPING WITH THE ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION PROGRAM.
i
VALPARAISO
•!!~l_
Ift)_l
PET I~IHDB8Yl
~....
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that happens is that promises are
broken and everyone gets taken.
Perhaps with out labels like conservative, liberal, or assistant
director of admissions, student, or
even dean more justice would
occur.
One thing that I know, it
is just is to forgive. Therefore
Mary Beth, despite the fact that
your behavior towards me was,
impolite, callous, uncalled for,
arrogant, cruel, mean spirited, and
totally unjust I forgive you. After
all this is a really good school
with the majority of administration being wonderful, however it
is our student duty to remind
those that aren't so wonderful all

- Share ideas and information
with other associates. Work
together as colleagues, mentors,
sounding boards and coaches.
Do not take nonlegal support staff
for granted. Treat all staff as
professionals.

"How to Hit the Ground Running:
New Associate's Survival
Guide", which appeared in~
Practice Management (Vol 17,
No. 7, October 1991, p. 18) are
available in Career Services.
2 Stanley Balbach prepared a

- Accept responsibility for your
own professional development.

case assignment form which was
published in Law Office
Economics and Management.
Mr. Balbach agreed to let us
1 Marilvn Tucker has ~raciouslv make cooies of the form and disagreed to let us distribute copies tribute it to you; copies are availof her entire article. Copies of able in Career Services.

Art News
By Jenji Sackett
Lifestyles Editor
Top ten comments about
atrium art:
10. I walked into the atrium, it
was gone and I was sad.

8.

You've gotta be kidding!

7.

What happened, termites?

6.
It seems like no one is
around without them.
5.

"Oh what a feeling!"

4.
Are they environmentally
conscious?

3.

Aren't they dangerous?

2.

It's driftwood.

1. I wonder if I can build
a clock out of it?

The bottom ten comments about
atrium art were censored, but you
can probably figure them out for
youself.

David's
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the time that they work for us.
Perhaps then more justice will
occur.
Lastly, good luck 3L's.
May you all become hiring partners in the next year so you can
give the rest of us jobs. 2L's let's
enjoy our last summer as students, next year only gets better.
1L 's brace yourself for con. law
and hope the school finds some
wombats to teach it.
For those of us fortunate
to return next fall, in the midst of
warm summer days with cerulean
sky's let us remember the immortal words of Oliver Wendell
Holmes - "Make Love, Not Law
Review!" Felicitations.

Employment, from previous page

219/ 462 -8346

Alterations
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9. So that's why no dogs are
allowed in the atrium.

M.E.L.C. EXTENDS
ITS GRATITUDE

Mon.·Wed.-Frt. 9:30-7:00
Tues.-Thurs. 9:30-6:00
Sal
Q;»-4 :00
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Trompe, from page 5

munity traditionally is opposed to
abortion, but doesn't get involved
in public debate. The Jews in the
reformed and conservative movement have been more vocal in
public affairs, he said. He stated
that there are gradations in religions and within religions themselves, and that religion doesn't
require one view. Rosenblum
gave an example from the Jewish
prayer book that one gives thanks
to God for life; not for a rich life
or any other criteria.

Rosenblum has a Jewish basis for
being pro-life and said that he
speaks for a tenable, indeed
viable position in the Jewish community. His pro-life position is
rooted in belief and scripture. He
stated that even though the more
vocal people in the Jewish community have been pro-choice, that
doesn't mean that the majority are
pro-choice. The orthodox com-

April
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Law runners do the "Jazz"
By Daniel Buksa
Editor
A number of law students
were out pounding the pavement
on Saturday morning, April 11.
Sponsored by the school's legal
fraternaties, they were participating in the Jazz on Run 5K(3.1
miles) road race.
The race started behind the
university Athletic Recreation
Center in blustery and freezing
conditions. The runners proceeded down Monroe St. and up and
around the Porter County
Courthouse. The runners then
went up Indiana St., where they
hit a tough hill just after the one
mile mark. Finishing the hill, the
runners then proceeded down
LaPorte St. and onto university
ground. The race wound along
the Chapel Drive and then onto
Union St. where the race ended
as it had begun, behind the ARC.
More than 400 runners participated. There was live jazz along

the course. After the race, there
was an awards ceremony and a
banquet.
The following is a list of most
of the law school runners.
Preceeding the name is the place
of overall finish. The runner's

17 Jim Doyle 17:32; 18 Dave
Read 17:34; 30 Ed Vopal 18:30;
60 Jerry Flynn 19:56; 68 Dan
Buksa 20:14; 121 Chris Lafuse
21 :49; 122 Kevin Ande-rson
21:53; Drew Dillworth 22:04;
127 Mike Roberts 22:07; 133

NBA playoff preview
By Nic Mollgaard
Asst. Sports Editor

The good news for the
rest of the NBA is that they will
not draft Shaquille 0 'Neal this
year. The bad news is that the
Chicago Bulls will repeat as
world champions.
The Bulls own the
league's best record, 65-15, and
by virtue of that fact have the
homecourt advantage throughout
the playoffs- although Horace
. Grant has been quoted as saying
that the only benefit derived
therefrom is the opportunity to
sleep in one's own bed. This
statement so far is the only evidence of a weakness of the
Bulls'.
As difficult as it is for
me, a lifelong Milwaukee Bucks
photo by Julie Anderson
fan, to admit, the Bulls cannot be
beaten
by any of the very ordi·
Edd Harney 22: 18; 200 Jim
nary
teams
that constitute the
Thompson 24:48; 261 Mike
Eastern
Conference.
Chicago
Apolskis 27:34; 310 Bob
will continue to dominate the
Toczycki 30:32
NBA until Micheal Jordan ceases
functioning, or the Portland
Trailblazers get over their superiority complex.
The team that has been
playing catch-up with the Bulls
all season, the Cleveland
Cavaliers, is the best the East has
to offer in the way of competition
for Chicago. Brad Daugherty, if
playing consistently, is capable of

1992 Valpo Law Runners
time is shown after the name.
Women: 233 Gretchen Cepek
25:54; 289 Sue Gongola 29:04;
290 Julia Kooistra 29:06; .
Men: 12 George Patrick 16:58;

posting up Bill Cartwright and
ne'er-do-well substitute Will
Perdue and scoring a lot of
. points. Mark Price must get hot
and pull Grant and Pippen away
from the basket. Hot Rod
Williams can pound on Grant
underneath and slow the Bulls'
offense, but the ability of Pippen
and Jordan to get back on transition defense and to create points
off of turnovers will be too much
for the Cavs. The Bulls in five.
Look
for
the
Trailblazers to come out of the
West, and then to wilt before the
pressure again. This team is too
talented for its own good, having
developed poor work habits and
frequently lapsing into mental
mistakes ( witness their fivegamer last year against the lowly
Supersonics, a more telling series
than that against the Lakers).
It won't be as easy for
the Bulls this year- the pressure
to repeat inevitably takes its toll.
Jordan's knee is a concern and
both he and Pippen have averaged nearly 40 minutes a game
this year. The Blazers will win
one of the first two, then force
the series back to Chicago for the
final game. Then what? Ainge's
threes will sail over the backboard, Drexler's jams will clank
off the rims, and Micheal will
have about 25 grand more to
throw around on the links.

Goodbye to the Tark
By Nic Mollgaard
Asst. Sports Editor-
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spent pursuing an NBA championship instead of barroom fights,
then no one can.

I had mixed feelings
when I heard that Jerry Tarkanian
had been hired by the San
Antonio Spurs. Dick Vitael
called him "Father Flanagan", in
reference to the Tark's habit of
taking in lost souls and turnign
them loose on an unsuspecting
Big West conference. He is hard
not to like, with that hound dog
face and devil-may-care attitude.
However, his days in the NBA
may be limited.
In 19 years at UNL V
Tarkanian amassed some of the
best talent our high schools have
to offer, and compiled a record of
624-122. He will coach, and
coahc against, some of those
players in the NBA. Professional
athletes have egos as big as their
wallets; to survive Tark will have
to switch roles, from father figure
to personnel manager. The Spurs
are hopeful that he can be a positive influence on troubled point
guard Rod Strickland. My guess
is that if Larry Brown, and team
leaders like Terry Cummings,
could not convince Strickland

It is quite possible that
the Spurs will take to Tarkanian's
up-tempo style of offense and
pressing defense like bees to
honey ( who said that? ). But
more likely he will· find himself
out of his league in more than one
respect. Jerry Tarkanian is truly a
renegade; he fit the image of the
Runnin' Rebels perfectly. He
was at home in Vegas, doing
things that delighted his fans and outraged the NCAA.
It was amusing when he
thumbed his nose at the Rules
Committee, and took his case on
point shaving to the U.S.
Supreme Court. The Lloyd
Daniels affair was equally entertaining - from our pe:fspective,
not necessarily from those
involved. The Tark is not happy
unless he is flaunting authority,
mocking the powers-that-be; the
first test of his patience in the
NBA will be the biggest. Here's
hoping that if he fails he'll at least
be able to take the money and
run.

that his t;ide\Nl\'\,~,
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